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Top 200 jump on social media bandwagon
Firms are on board but need to make more
of the opportunities
in cyberspace, says
Jonathan Ames
Lawyers will do well from the $1 billion
stock market flotation of Twitter not least Silicon Valley law firm Wilson
Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati, reported to
be the driving seat adviser to the microblogging service.
There is also evidence that the legal
profession is benefiting more generally
from social media. Research released
this week claims that nearly half the
top 200 UK law firms say that they
have won business as a direct result of
social media engagement.
Despite that potential
seam of
revenue, many law firms appear to be
stumbling around in cyberspace, failing to exploit opportunities.
The
survey found that fewer than a quarter
had integrated a social media strategy
into their wider marketing plans.
According to the researchers Byfield Consultancy - more than 60
per cent of firms spent less than 5 per
cent of their marketing budgets on
social media. "Law firms recognise the
value of social media and are beginning
to embrace it," says Byfield managing
director Gus Sellitto, "but there is still a
lot of work to do before it becomes a
sophisticated communications tool for
them."
Social media specialists advising the
legal profession agree. "What law firms
still do not get is what the word social
means in social media," says Chrissie
Lightfoot, the solicitor author of The
Naked Lawyer: How to market, brand
and sell you. "Over the past few years,
law firms have typically used social
media as a f()rm of PR and adver1;ising
- so they are pushing out PR dross.
That is not how social media ought to
work."
According to Lightfoot, a more
efficient approach is to provide intelligent content for clients in a personalised style. She advises law firms to
create "social media stars" - individual experts who are engaging as well
as knowledgeable, who communicate
directly in their own names.
"Many law firms just pump out
messages that say 'Aren't we wonderful- we've won this and that award',"
she says. "Clients aren't interested in
that. It is good to brag every now and
then, but do it in a subtle, indirectway.
The main focus of content should be on
how the firm can help clients to be
more successful - individual lawyers

Half the top 200 UK firms say that they have won business using social media
talking knowledgeably about specific
market sectors."
Some firms are beginning to take notice, focusing on business networking
site LinkedIn, general commentary site
Twitter and Facebook for graduate recruitment issues. Some are also posting
their "talking head" update snippet videos on You Tube and then incorporating those clips in the three other sites.

Big law: who's tweeting
Of the five london "magic circle"
firms. Allen & Overy is the big player
on Twitter. with some 13.600
followers of its main feed - about
double that of second place Clifford
Chance. which has about 6,400.
Freshfields comes next with nearly
4,000 followers. then linklaters on
about 2.700. Blue.blood firm
Slaughter and May lives up to its
aloof reputation with a Twitter feed
that has just two followers; the firm
also "protects" its tweets - meaning
only authorised users can view the
comments - but it has yet to make a
single tweet.
Another big player is Anglo-US
firm DLAPiper. which has nearly
13.500 followers on its main feed.
And recently merged Norton Rose
Fulbright has a collection of about
seven Twitter feeds covering the US,
Australia. Canada and South Africa
among other areas. garnering some
13.000 followers.
Slightlydisappointing among the big
players is another recently merged
firm. Anglo-Australian giant Herbert
Smith Freehills - it has just 1.700
followers on its main Twitter feed.

It is no .surprise that London technology and media specialist practice
Olswang sees itself at the forefront of
the phenomenon. "Social media was a
natural communication channel for us
... because we value our people's opinions and creative thinking," says the
firm's senior partner Mark Devereux.
In common with many legal practices, Olswang focuses its social media
output on Twitter and LinkedIn, ahd
media relations manager Valentioo
Moressa is a strong buyer of "empowering individual lawyers". She says: "We
don't want to hilVe just one corporate
voice. You have a lot of different voices,
although they are all in tune with the
overall brand message."
Even the big global players are coming round to social media, although
they are less inclined to allow individual lawyers off the lead - and one
magic circle practice has a paltry two
Twitter followers.
Barney O'Kelly, Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer's head of digital communications, says the potential development of social media stars is "becoming
more of a conversation within the organisation" but until now the partners
have "focused on creating an authoritative firm presence". Freshfields, he
says, takes "a very pragmatic view of
social media - if we can't identify a
meaningful audience, then we are
unlikely to continue that stream".
Fellow "magic circle" firm Linklaters
is also boosting its social media engagement. A keen proponent is associate
Sinead Casey, who describes herself as
a "massive Twitter fan" in her personal
life. She acknowledges, however, that
there are difficulties in adapting social
media to international legal practice.
"There is a tension between the

desire to have a corporate account and
tweeting as individual lawyers," she
says. "With Twitter, you need to have
some personality for it to be followable,
and it can be difficult to do that with a
corporate account."
.
Social media can also be a minefield,
and while the explosions awaiting individual users are likely at worst to be embarrassing, for a law firm to put a foot
wrong could spell business disaster.
Graham
Rowlands-Hemple,
a
lawyer in the employment and incentives team at Linklaters, which has a
separate Twitter feed from the main
firm, explains that his practice gives
strict training to the limited number of
. lawyers with access to social media.
. "We are careful about mentioning
clients and companies," he says. "We
like to have a view in our 'thought-leadership', but that can be difficult because
you can get feedback over which you
have absolutely no control. And once it
is out there, it is out there for good."
His colleague, Stephanie Bonnet,
Linklaters' head of online communications, however, is confident that lawyers are less likely than most to come
off the social media rails. "An advantage
we have in the legal profession is that by
nature lawyers are cautious about what
they say," she says. "They have a kind of
auto-censorship. It is more of a problem
/ making lawyers engaged and more
human than the reverse. 1 tell the firm
that there are more opportunities than
risks with social media."
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